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For the past two decades, digital technologies and particularly social
media, have been changing the citizens’ expectations and demands towards
public service delivery and the way public resources are being used. Novel
technologies are increasingly seen as a new space for citizens to express
dissatisfaction regarding government’s performance. This kind of aspiration
would not have been possible (or tolerated) in more traditional means of
communication. Citizens are particularly demanding towards municipalities,
being the place where citizens and the public sector interact most regularly
and directly.
This context of new “digital governance” raises challenges and risks for
which governments must prepare, but it also offers new possibilities to
improve the relation between citizen and administration.

Although less highlighted, increased transparency, accountability and
citizen participation can produce a positive impact on municipal finances.
First, by increasing participation in budgetary decisions and by increasing
transparency on the way money is collected, managed and spent. This may
contribute to strengthen the trust of citizens in the local government, and
thus on the long run, leading to an increase in revenues. It is believed that
citizens are more willing to pay taxes when they perceive that their opinions
are taken into account by public institutions. Secondly, SMART technologies
can also help cities to fight against corruption and fraud and reduce financial
losses due to misuse. Finally, increased transparency and participation may
help local governments to improve creditworthiness, facilitating access
to international standards and certifications to access to external funding
sources: transfers from central governments, national and international
credit markets, loans and grants from international development, financial
institutions, etc.
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SMART technologies can contribute to empower citizens by improving
their access to information, enhancing their capacity of organization
and advocacy, facilitating the monitoring of governments’ activities and
political processes. It may also lead to government transparency and
accountability as there is an increase in the quantity, quality, and reliability of
information. SMART tools can also contribute to increasing trust between
citizen and administration thanks to a greater exchange of information,
communication and participation for a greater number of people from a
variety of backgrounds and profiles. Information is no longer a privilege for
a few. This is particularly applicable to youth, who are often marginalized
from decision-making processes. This leads to more collaborative and
participatory relationships, where the citizen is not a passive or a simple user
anymore, but actively contributes to shape political priorities, collaborate in
the design of public services and participate in delivery. SMART technologies
can contribute to transform the way politics are practiced towards a more
effective and democratic governance. By bringing governments closer to
the citizens’ demands, SMART technologies can enhance the efficiency
of municipal management and improve the quality of services. In turn,
enhanced transparency and participation resulting from the use of digital
tools can increase residents’ knowledge about municipal issues and
functioning, which may lead to increased support from the population to
the municipality’s projects, while improving satisfaction in public services
and perception of well-being within the community.
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2 . 1 BUILDING TRUST BETWEEN THE
CITIZEN AND THE ADMINISTRATION

TOOLS TO INCREASE
TRANSPARENCY ABOUT CITIES’
ACTIONS AND FINANCES
INCREASED ACCESS TO INFORMATION
FOR BETTER MONITORING
SMART solutions offer local governments the possibility to improve
transparency and accountability by making publicly available information
regarding how financial resources are being used. Some examples are:

Local governments
must show that
taxes are not
punitive but that
they are the means
to offer better public
services to citizens.
Diana López
Caramazana,
UN-Habitat
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2.1.A

• Online transparency portals. Where local governments can publish all
information concerning their activities and finances. Although this is
an already common practice among local governments, it is often not
frequently offered in a structured way. It is important to avoid “dumping”
all public information and to let the viewer make sense of raw data; as this
may discourage citizens or lead to misinterpretations. Local governments
may adopt strategic transparency policies by creating user-friendly
interfaces, where only the most relevant information is published in an
accessible and easy-to understand way. Reporting software systems can
process the data and generate didactic reports in city public dashboards
64

• Tools to monitor budgets and map money flows, showing how tax money
is being used. To increase fiscal transparency, local governments can
provide easily accessible public data about infrastructure and services
provision and link those expenditures with increased taxes and fees
collection to proof that public funds are efficiently used. The city of
Bordeaux, in France, for example, created a tool1 that allows residents to
calculate where local tax money is being invested. It also maps activities
that need investment, explaining why certain activities have been shut
down. The goal of the tool is to raise interest in budgetary issues, to
explain how political choices are made and to be more transparent about
past actions and what needs to be done.
• Tools to monitor political life. In order to increase interest and social
control of citizens in government’s activities, SMART tools can help
monitor political party financing or keep track on parliament activities at
national level and city council activities at local level. These tools enable
citizens to find out in an easy way the issues that are being discussed,
to know how councillors are voting, to position themselves on a topic,
to deliberate with other users, and to eventually to put pressure on
specific topics.
• Smartphone applications to facilitate access to information
about municipal activities and services and to encourage two-ways
communication. The city of Tel Aviv, in Israel, created the DigiTel app2
that offers a variety of services to the citizen. From the possibility to
pay their bills and taxes; to locate services such as bike lanes, parking
lots or restaurants; to receive alerts about incidents in the city; to access
information about cultural activities; to report incidents and hazards.
This “all-in-one” application has a huge success, and about 40% of the
population currently use it.

1

More information about the tool here: http://bordeauxpourtous.fr/

2

Source : http://citiscope.org/story/2015/tel-avivs-digitel-e-government-app-and-SMARTcard-all-one

It is key to remind
the population about
why they pay taxes
and how the money
is going to be used.
New communication
tools can help local
governments to
raise awareness in
a systematic and
geo-localized way.
Erwan Lequentrec,
Orange Labs
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allowing users to quickly find the information they are looking for. An
interesting visualization method can be for governments to show how the
municipality is executing its strategic plan and help citizen understand
how it is performing according to the targets initially set. This enables
the municipality to present targets, actions and highlight challenges
and how they are being solved. While an increasing number of countries
are adopting national legislations that require all local governments to
create transparency portals, not all of them, and particularly in small
municipalities, have the financial and technical capacities to design and
maintain such tools. Thus, it is key that national governments and national
local governments’ associations assist these smaller municipalities in
complying with existing legislation.
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OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA
Open data is a policy where governments (at all levels) make public data
available for anyone to access, use or share. Typically, governments create
a web platform where they publish datasets with all sorts of information:
budget, transportation, crime statistics, health, etc. These sets are published
in an open source format; and regularly updated in order to be easily used
by businesses, developers, researchers, who can create services based on
that information. Examples of services that use open data may include
transport applications, car navigation systems, weather forecasts, financial
services, etc. Benefits of open data include:
• Creating fresh forms of governance and policy-making. Open data policies
provide new ways of conducting government business by promoting public
participation and social engagement in public life, policy-making and service
design and delivery. They are also instrumental for the co-development and
co-production of services where users are not only passive consumers of
content and services, but also active contributors and designers.
• Improving government transparency by enhancing the quality of
interactions between the governments and the users, strengthening
accountability and resulting in increased government legitimacy.

• Improving the efficiency of government operations. Open data
allows governments to re-engineer and to simplify internal procedures;
automating processes, increasing integration between city services,
optimizing task distributions, reducing workload and paperwork, and
producing lower transitional costs.
• Generating economic activities. Although it is not easily measurable, open
data is increasingly considered to have an economic value1. According to
a 2013 McKinsey report, open data’s economic potential is estimated at
more than $3 trillion USD a year in the global economy. Analyses show
that when information is provided to the public; individuals, developers
and private enterprises are more likely to create added-value products
for the market based on that information. This can increase the volume of
private sector activities, which can stimulate economic growth, open up
new sectors, create jobs, foster innovation and boost entrepreneurship. This
in turn may generate financial benefits for local governments by providing
revenue in the form of taxes. In Spain, for example, the Aporta project
encourages the re-use of public sector information by providing access
to over 650 government datasets in reusable formats. Spain estimates
that there are over 150 companies that work solely on the “info-mediary
sector” employing around 4,000 people and generating 330-550 million
euros annually that can be directly attributed to open data re-use2.

1

Source : http://www.governing.com/columns/tech-talk/gov-open-data-hidden-value.html

2

Source : http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/download/5k46bj4f03s7.pdf?expires=1474
214824&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=5D071CF08C319B347674C458224F61A8
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• Improving citizens’ quality of life. Governments empower citizens by
enabling more informed decision-making.
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• Increase municipal revenue. Local governments can generate income
by commercializing government data. While it is usually argued that
public data should be made available for free; an increasing number of
local governments are considering to sell their data sets. According to a
2013 Capgemini study1, allowing non-commercial reuse at zero cost and
reducing the charges for commercial usage can significantly contribute
to increase the number of re-users of the data, leading to a potential
increase in revenues.
Although benefits emerging from open data initiatives are evident2, local
governments still faces barriers to deploy open data initiatives; some of
them refuse to implement them altogether while others start the process
but do not achieve implementation (known as “open washing”). Usually, this
is due to lack of internal capacity to take on such projects, and sometimes
to a lack of political will, when the city leadership do not believe the effort
it takes to adopt open data analytics program is worth the cost. In addition,
new threats such as privacy and data security issues arise; danger of data
misuse, poor quality of data, etc.

Besides an important lack of tax payment culture, one of the
reasons why the citizen does not pay taxes is because they
don’t see the result. And if local governments cannot increase
taxes because it is bad for politics, they can try to improve tax
collection performance. SMART technologies can help map
actors and particularly businesses, but it can also help local
governments increase transparency. And this is often a more
efficient option for municipalities than enforce taxpayers to
pay their due, as they see how the money is being used.
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In order to ensure that open data actually creates value, governments
must identify relevant, high-value data for the public; ensure data quality
in terms of accuracy, consistency and timeliness; and create simple, reliable
and publicly accessible open data infrastructure. Most importantly, in order
to maximize open data benefits and ensure re-use, local governments
must encourage public participation and entrepreneurship by organizing
challenges, dedicated events or offering technical and financial support. A
good example are hackathons, which are time-limited events that gather
programmers with the aim of developing software applications. The most
innovative solutions created during these events receive a reward. Cities
encourage this type of activity to create apps to generate content or provide
services that citizens may find useful. Increasingly, local governments are
organizing civic hackathons that gather software developers; but also other
profiles of participants such as interested citizens and municipal employees,
in a collaborative environment to address issues of shared civic importance.

Enock Arinda, Expert on decentralization and fiscalization,
Rwandan Association of Local Governments (RALGA)

1

Source:https://www.capgemini.com/resource-file-access/resource/pdf/the_open_data_
economy_unlocking_economic_value_by_opening_government_and_public_data.pdf

2

See maps of open data initiatives around the world here: http://opendatainception.io/
andhttp://index.okfn.org/
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FOCUS ON A REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE: LATIN AMERICA

INTERVIEW WITH HUASCAR EGUINO,
LEAD SPECIALIST IN FISCAL AND
MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT
INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK (IADB)

There are three main characteristics that emerge
from the introduction of digital technologies in the
management of municipal finances: first, there is an
increasing demand for online services, particularly for
improving tax administration and access to municipal
services; secondly, there are new citizen participation
channels in both the planning processes of local
development and in monitoring of municipal public
services; and thirdly, there is a closer interaction
between citizens and local governments, which leads
to a better knowledge of the activities carried out by
the administration and, therefore, fosters a greater
transparency in the use of public resources.
Furthermore, we observe that municipal governments
have been shifting from e-government strategies
(focused on the use of ICTs as a tool to deliver better
services) to Digital Government Strategies, that embrace
ICTs as the backbone of governmental modernization
and public value creation for a multitude of local actors
such as the entrepreneurial sector, non-governmental
organisations, citizens´ associations, academic and
research centres and different segments of the local
population. In this context, the new practices of “open
government” and “open-data” gain importance, given
that they are mechanisms that enable local actors to
influence the municipal public offer.

HOW DO LAC MUNICIPAL
GOVERNMENTS EMPLOY DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGIES IN ORDER TO
TRIGGER A POSITIVE IMPACT
IN THEIR FINANCES?
In my opinion, the main impacts of the use of ICTs in
municipal finances are related to: (i) simplify tax and
services’ fees collection; (ii) achieve a better resource
allocation; (iii) enable the monitoring of plans, projects
and the performance of municipal services; and (iv)

accomplish a better and more efficient social control
of the municipal initiatives.
An example of the use of ICTs to improve tax collection
was carried out by the Municipality of Cali, Colombia.
The city launched in 2013 the programme “Online Taxes”
(Impuestos en Línea), which allows citizens to pay their
property and betterment tax, while also providing
taxpayers with assistance services, including: invoices
issuance, electronic self-reporting, request a payment
certification, among others. Another interesting example
is the “payment of vehicular circulation licenses” in
Peñalolén, Chile. The application allows individuals, to
pay the license fee online and to show their current
license directly in their mobile device.
Another area where cities have been using ICT are
the citizen attention programmes. These applications
allow local governments to establish a unique registry
of municipal programmes’ beneficiaries, facilitating both
the control of resources allocation and the focus on the
most vulnerable sectors of the population. An example
of this application is the programme “en todo estás vos”
of the city of Buenos Aires, Argentina. This network
is an information system that allow for an integrated
management of beneficiaries’ databases from more than
20 social programmes and municipal subsidies.
ICTs can also be applied to investment planning and
management. One example is the application: “Sigamos
Medellin” which enables citizens to monitor in real time
all municipal public works. In addition, the application
allows to know the investments’ price and report
complaints or observations for those projects, leading
to a greater transparency in the use of public resources.
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WHAT ARE THE KEY
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE USE
OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES IN
THE MANAGEMENT OF MUNICIPAL
FINANCES IN LATIN AMERICA
AND THE CARIBBEAN (LAC)?

IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT ARE THE
MAIN CHALLENGES AND RISKS
THAT MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS
FACE WHEN DEPLOYING
PROJECTS THAT INCORPORATE
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES?
First, there is a risk of addressing the projects from a
strictly technological perspective, without considering
the inherent challenges entailed by municipal
68
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management modernization projects. For this reason,
any project where ICTs are used to improve municipal
management, must be carried out jointly between city
employees from functional areas directly involved in the
project and specialists in information systems.

WHAT ADVICE AND
RECOMMENDATIONS WOULD YOU
GIVE TO CITIES OF THE REGION
WISHING TO ENGAGE IN PROJECTS
BASED ON DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
TO IMPROVE MUNICIPAL FINANCES?
Considering the heterogeneity of local governments in
the region, recommendations about the use of ICTs in
fiscal municipal management should be done only on
a case to case basis. In spite of this, it is still possible
to identify some general recommendations. When
implementing projects to improve municipal finances
management based on ICTs, municipalities must make
sure to: have the necessary connectivity infrastructure;
include the ICTs projects within a Digital Government
Strategy oriented to improve municipal services
in an integrated manner; participate in municipal
governments’ networks to exchange best practices
and information with their peers; build on the local
capacity to innovation by establishing the necessary
tools to make municipal data available to the public.
Additionally, it is important that these projects are
supported and encouraged by high-level authorities of
the municipalities as this will determine the success of
institutional efforts coordination and the use of the new
applications in their launching phase.

WHAT ARE THE MAIN ACTIVITIES
OF THE IADB IN LATIN AMERICA
REGARDING THE USE OF ICT TO
INCREASE MUNICIPAL REVENUE
OR REDUCE EXPENSES?
The IADB has a wide experience in supporting financial
management modernization both at a national and
subnational level. Most of the programmes led by the
IADB integrate the use of ICTs in critical processes
and areas related to the management of subnational
finances. Particularly, the Bank supports the following
lines of actions: (i) the definition of a research agenda to
identify and disseminate good practices concerning the
use of ICTs in financial management. A good example
is an ongoing research about “Digital Government
and municipal management” in which we analyse the
development degree of the digital government at a
municipal level and we identify a set of good practices
with the potential to be replicated; (ii) the development
and implementation of technical cooperation initiatives
with a regional scope that allow us to support the work
of local governments’ associations, and to exchange
experiences, best practices and information about
problems and solutions of common interest; and
(iii) the financing of programmes to strengthen local
governments’ finances, where we provide funding to
improve systems of: financial management, cadastral and
tax administration, planning and project management,
and open government solutions. All these programs aim
at integrating the technical needs in fiscal management
with potentialities offered by ICTs.
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Finally, a third risk would be to implement ICT-intensive
projects in an isolated way without being part of a global
municipal digital strategy. The importance of this factor
lies in the fact that ICT have the capacity of changing the
way in which the population access municipal services,
regardless of whether those services are under the
responsibility of the area of education, health, public
works, finance or any other. In addition, an integral
approach towards digital services provided by the
municipal government, can lead in important economies
of scale and promote a better communication with
citizens.

© Mariana Nascimento

A second risk might be initiating projects without
having good knowledge of the existing solutions in
the market or without a good analysis of international
best practices. This aspect is particularly important,
provided that municipalities have a strong potential to
learn from one another and share successful solutions
already implemented elsewhere.
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TOOLS TO INCREASE
PARTICIPATION IN CITY
MANAGEMENT AND FINANCES
We have identified three main ways for local governments to encourage
citizen participation in public decision-making with SMART tools: digital
participatory budgeting, gamification and crowdsourcing.

PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING
Participatory budgeting1 are processes where citizens participate in the
decision-making process of budget allocation and investment priorities and
in the monitoring of public spending at the local government level. This
model combines two key elements: on one side, it improves information flows
between administration and citizens, leaving the former better informed
regarding the services deemed as priorities by citizens; and on the other
side, it strengthens accountability as it stimulates frequent checks on public
actions. Originating in 1989 at the Brazilian city of Porto Alegre, up to
2.500 local governments around the world have actually implemented
Participatory Budgeting (PB) initiatives. Typically, citizens are invited to
propose projects for the city’s improvement; they take part to meetings
where they can discuss and vote for the projects of their preference.
In average, cities dedicate between 2% to 10% of their investments to
participatory budgeting processes.
By creating a channel for citizens to give voice to their priorities, local
governments can better identify needs and adapt investments accordingly.
PB can make the allocation of public resources more inclusive and
equitable. For instance, a 2008 World Bank report demonstrated that PB has
a significant impact on social indicators. It shifts policies’ priorities towards
expenditures that directly benefit the poor, and is particularly strongly
associated with improvements in poverty rates, access to water services,
and reduction in infant mortality. PB processes also increase transparency
in fiscal policy and public budget management, and promote public access
to revenue and expenditure information. Moreover, as the citizen become
more aware of the city’s budgetary restrictions and see how the resources
are being used to projects that matter to them, PB may increase citizen
satisfaction with city services, enhancing the government’s credibility and
the citizen’s trust. Evidence demonstrates that citizen participation in
budgetary decisions may increase tax revenue and may be even more
effective at curbing tax evasion than traditional and commonly adopted
deterrence measures, such as fines and controls. According to a 2004

1

Besides reducing
expenditures
and increasing
revenue, SMART
technologies bring
the municipality
nearer to the
population and
help to strengthen
the trust in
between them.
Erasmo Lázaro
Bendezú Oré, Deputy
Mayor of Ate, Peru

Tax revenue
collection
increase is

78%
higher
in communities
with
participatory
budgeting
initiatives than
those with no
participatory
process.
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2.1.B

Source: https://democracyspot.net/2015/10/09/ask-citizens-where-public-money-shouldgo-the-results-might-surprise-you/
and
http://www.participatorybudgeting.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/11/citylevelpbmemo1.pdf
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However, PB experiences usually reach a very low level of participation,
in between 0.5 and 2% of the city’s population3. Cities around the world
are increasingly applying SMART technologies to improve mobilization
and participation, but also to give more visibility to government action.
Digitalizing PB means using ICT to: improve communication and mobilization
(mobile technologies to raise awareness); allow for remote participation
and online voting; facilitate monitoring and oversight of budget execution;
enable residents to send proposals to be discussed in assemblies; enable
online live stream of assemblies; display proposals in a web-based platform;
allow for interaction and deliberation between residents; etc.
The example of the South Kivu Province. Regarding the effect of Digital
PB processes in municipal revenue, an interesting case is the South
Kivu Province, in the Democratic Republic of Congo, where a PB was
implemented in 20124. The experience combined offline in-presence meeting
and mobile technologies to send SMS to mobilize residents to participate
in assemblies and to inform them about project selection. In its first year of
implementation, the initiative translated into demonstrated and measurable
results on better services and more public funds in services for the poor.
Concretely, it allowed to repair schools, to build a bridge, to create a health
centre, to repair a sewage system, to build a water fountain, to construct
toilets in local markets, among others. The PB yielded quick results as tax
collection increased up to sixteen fold when citizens saw projects starting
to be implemented. After the pilot, the provincial government decided to
start transferring money to local areas only for cities using PB. Quickly, the
transfer of funds to local governments increased up to fourfold resulting
from a more legitimate process to elaborate the budget. The project shows
that technology can help build more inclusive decision-making processes
even in fragile and low-tech environments.

1

http://eau.sagepub.com/content/16/1/27.full.pdf

2

https://publications.iadb.org/bitstream/handle/11319/6699/Does-Participatory-BudgetingImprove-Decentralized-Public-Service-Delivery.pdf?sequence

3

S o u rc e : h t t p : //s k l . s e /d ow n l o a d / 1 8 . 9 f 4 2 5 e f 1 47 b 3 9 6 d 4 676 d 0 a 7/ 1 4 0 8 3 6 8 3 3 1 8 8 6 /
Whitepaper%2526Slideshow_Tiago_Peixoto.pdf

4

http://radar.oreilly.com/2012/07/mobile-participatory-budgeting-helps-raise-tax-revenuesin-congo.html
and
http://blogs.worldbank.org/ic4d/mobile-enhanced-participatorybudgeting-in-the-drc

Municipalities
in South Kivu’
(Democratic
Republic of the
Congo) saw their
tax collection

increase
16-fold.

Transfers from
the provincial
government
increased

4 times

after the
implementation
of participatory
budgeting.
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study, that compares 25 municipalities in Latin America and Europe1, we can
observe a significant reduction in levels of tax delinquency and an increase
in tax revenues after the adoption of participatory budgeting. The research
shows how in Porto Alegre, property tax delinquency dropped from 20 % to
15 % and, in less than ten years, property taxes grew from 6 % to almost 12
% in several of the other municipalities studied in the report. A 2014 IADB
study2 found evidence that citizen that take part in participatory budgeting
processes tend to be more willing to pay their taxes than those that do
not. Their experience showed that annual local tax revenue collection per
capita increased 78% more for the city that implemented PB compared to
the control group that did not.
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FOCUS ON A SMART SOLUTION

CHANGE TOMORROW, PARTICIPARE PLATFORM:
DIGITAL PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING
OVAR, PORTUGAL
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
PROJECT IN OVAR, PORTUGAL2

Change Tomorrow is a Portuguese start-up created in
2013 dedicated to the development of solutions based
on novel technologies for active citizen participation in
municipal administration. The main service of Change
Tomorrow is Participare, a cloud-based participatory
budgeting (PB) solution for municipalities.

Ovar, a Portuguese city of 55,000 inhabitants,
implemented a participatory budgeting initiative in 2015,
using the Participare solution. For the 2015 and 2016
editions, the budget allocated to the process was 100
000 euros, which corresponds to approximately 1% of
investment budget, 38% of indirect taxes collected. By
implementing a PB, the goal of the municipality was to
increase citizen participation and interest in local public
policies, bring citizens closer and increase trust in the
local administration. The total cost of the project was
€10.000 euros, including the monthly subscription for
the platform, the communication and marketing material
expenses. The participatory budgeting was implemented
in five phases:

Participare was born from the following observation:
although an increasing number of local governments
around the world are implementing participatory
processes, these are not always successful. Many PB
processes fail for lack of participation resulting from a
lack of trust in the process. With the goal to improve
these processes, Change Tomorrow created Participare, a
platform designed to manage the entire participatory PB
process for cities. It does so by guaranteeing a credible,
reliable and transparent process, ensuring proper
participants’ identification, maximizing engagement,
and integrating offline and online participation. The
platform offers a complete service and centralizes all
the different steps of a PB: promotion, registration and
identification of citizen, submissions and visualization of
proposals, monitoring of project’s implementation, etc.
Partcipare combines a software solution and technical
assistance from the Change Tomorrow team. Structured
as a SaaS platform, Participare is an easy to use, fast
to set-up and low-cost solution which only needs
customization instead of development, and where
cities pay for what they use and no hosting is needed.
It is flexible to adapt to local specificities, multilingual,
and costs approximately 300 - 400 USD per month,
with prices depending on the number of registered
participants. Participare has been adopted by more
than 50 municipalities across Europe.

• Preparation and definition of PB rules. The city of
Ovar decided that voting was open to anyone that
had a connexion with the municipality and was over
16 (either a formal resident or not). The proposals
could relate to any subject as long as the proponent
was an individual citizen and the proposals would not
benefit someone or a specific institution.
• Collection of suggestions. Once the rules were set
and the platform created, the city communicated via
local press, social media and in-person sessions. 16
meetings were organized in the eight parishes of the
city. Project proposals could be submitted online and
discussed during in-person meetings. Only the 5 top
ideas voted in each parish were selected to go to the
final vote. 38 projects were collected city-wide.
• Technical evaluation of suggestions. After each parish
voted for their favourite projects, the municipality
worked with city officials to ensure that the projects
are feasible and complied with local regulations.
Projects’ proponents were involved in this phase. After
this technical assessment, 16 projects were approved
to go to final voting.

2
1

To know more about Change Tomorrow and Participare:
www.participare.io and www.changetomorrow.io and
www.changetomorrowblog.wordpress.com
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CHANGE TOMORROW
AND PARTICIPARE1

To know more about the participatory budgeting in
Ovar: www.op.cm-ovar.pt
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• Monitoring of the projects’ implementation. One
final proposal was selected for implementation and
the execution of the project can be followed via the
online platform.

RESULTS
The 16 meetings brought together over 1,000 citizens,
38 proposals were submitted, 13,598 votes, were casted,
corresponding to 25% of the city’s population. The Mayor
of Ovar, Salvador Malheiro, believes that the initiative
contributed to reducing mistrust from citizens and to
improve community engagement.

LESSONS LEARNED
According to the municipality, the following elements
were key to ensure the success of the participatory
budgeting:

the project was kept unchanged from the initial idea.
• T
 o deploy means of participation adapted to all types
of public. Typically, it is challenging for the elder to
use digital tools. It was key that the municipality
offered off-line means of participation by organizing
in-presence meetings and sending paper bulletin to
each household of the city.
• C
 ommunications campaign combining traditional
media (radio, television, local newspapers…) and social
media to ensure citizens’ involvement.
• G
 amification of the process was key to attract citizen
engagement. For example: the municipality promoted
a little competition between the different parishes, to
see which would manage to have more citizens voting
and participate.
• P
 olitical leadership from the Mayor was a key element
to ensure than municipal employees and citizens were
on board.
• T
 ransparency about the process and disclosing the
votes in real-time in the online platform was key to
increase trust of the population in the process and to
encourage participation.
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• Voting. The proposals were published in a web
platform for a period of 1 to 2 months, during which
citizens could vote. Each citizen had three votes in
order to encourage them to think about their parish
but also at a city-level. People had two options to
vote: either online or by using home-delivered paper
ballots. Results were presented in the online platform
for people to know in real time, which projects were
winning. At the end of the process, the municipality
organized an award session where diplomas were
given to proponents to reinforce their recognition.

• H
 aving a central platform to improve organization and
monitoring of the initiative, to allow cross-referencing
the different participation channels and increasing
visibility of the process.

• A
 ctive involvement of proponents. The city engaged
them to promote their projects: they had to mobilize
their fellow citizens to support their initiative.
In addition, meetings were organized with the
proponents and the municipal technicians responsible
for their areas to ensure the feasibility project and that
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Definition. Gamification1 refers to the application of game elements and
principles to non-game contexts. Typically, a gameful experience is proposed
to people in a specific institution either to improve user engagement,
increase organizational productivity or to reach a specific goal. Gamification
strategies may include competition to engage players or rewards for players
who accomplish desired tasks. Making the rewards for accomplishing
tasks visible to other players or providing leader-boards are also ways of
encouraging people to play along.
Game strategies in public policies. Governments around the world have
been using game strategies to encourage participation and enforcement
of specific programmes for long. Lotteries are among the main strategies
used to change behaviour. The Sweden Government created an initiative to
reduce road speed. Besides punishing faster drivers with fines, the system
would also reward those who respected the speed limit. Drivers below
speed limit entered in a lottery, with prizes paid by the fines collected
from those who exceed. Results appeared quickly as after a three-day
experiment in Stockholm in 2010, the average speed was reduced by 22%.2
Other governments have also applied a similar logic to tax recovery. The
Taiwan Government, for example, has been implementing such strategy
since the 1950’s by using receipts and invoice numbers in a lottery to
prevent business tax evasion. This motivated consumers to shop at stores
that legally report sales taxes, demanding official receipts so that merchant
transactions are kept on the books. After a year of implementation, the
finance ministry saw a reported increase of 75% in tax revenue. Cities in
Peru also implemented a system where citizens who paid their local taxes
on time would compete to win lottery prizes.
Digital tools, gamification and citizen engagement. More recently,
local governments have been combining digital tools with gamification
techniques to increase civic engagement and interest in local public policies.
In particular, digital games can increase citizen participation in budgetary
decisions. The city of Salem Town, USA, launched a video game in 2013
to gather feedback from its citizen. The municipality opted for a game to
mobilize low-income Latino neighbourhoods and to overcome language
barriers. Called “What’s The Point”, the game invites players to complete
challenges and missions, answer trivia questions and collect coins to pledge
to local causes. Along the way, players interact and post messages and
ideas for their neighbourhood. In the end, causes and organizations that get
the most coins through the game could earn real-life donations. Based on
the data collected from the game, the city was able to identify investment
priorities for specific neighbourhoods3. New Orleans launched in 2016 the
Big Easy Budget Game, which aims at encouraging people to have better
knowledge of the city’s budget and to gather data on people’s priorities.
The online game uses open data from the city to allow players to create

1

About gamification and citizen participation :http://citizenlab.co/blog/civic-engagement/
gamification-in-citizen-participation/

2

Source : http://www.megamification.com/when-governments-become-game-masters/

3

Source:https://www.communityplanit.org/how-to-play/

It is crucial that,
besides making
public finances
information public,
is also easily
understandable
by all. It is not
transparency if the
citizen is not able
to understand the
meaning of the data
made available.
Lidia Cobas,
Coordinator, UCLG
Digital and Knowledge
Cities Committee
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GAMIFICATION
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their own version of an operating budget. The city plans to compile the data
from each player into a crowdsourced meta-budget called “the people’s
budget” and to use it to decide on the investment priorities of the city.1

CROWDSOURCING
Crowdsourcing is the process of obtaining ideas and information by soliciting
contributions from a large group of people. Crowdsourcing processes
applied to an urban context are able to generate new models for local
governance that gather and mobilise heterogeneous social actors around
issues of common concern. Cities around the world are using crowdsourcing
combined with SMART tools to gather input from residents and to make
improvements in communities. Local governments can either use tools from
grassroots initiatives, tools developed by the private sector, or take the
initiative to create their own apps bringing local residents into the ideation
and decision-making processes. While such initiatives may increase civic
engagement and improve public services which will be more adapted to
local issues and citizens’ needs, it also provides city managers with more
accurate information for better decision-making, it can also generate savings
for municipalities resulting from efficient management. Concrete examples
of SMART crowdsourcing tools applied to local governments may include
solutions:

• To map security issues. An example is the CityCop3 app that enables
citizens to report crimes through GPS tagging. This allows citizens to
choose the most secure route and municipalities to establish heat maps
to identify the areas more prone to crime, taking measures accordingly.
Another example is the Ushahidi app 4, which uses mobiles and texts to
gather and distribute information to report violence. Born during the
2007 Kenyan election context, the app presents geo-located maps of
violence hotspots.

1

Source:https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/new-orleans-open-data-budget-game

2

S o u rce : h t t p s : //g ov i n s i d e r. a s i a / i n n ova t i o n /m a ka ss a r s - d a t a - revo l u t i o n / ? c t = t (G I _
WSub192.1)&mc_cid=4a6d85d853&mc_eid=7962beb331

3

Source : http://citycop.org/

4

https://www.ushahidi.com/
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• To report incidents. Applications that enable residents to report issues
and hazards in the community (potholes, off street lamps). Locationbased information helps the municipality identify the issues, reducing
telephone calls and unstructured emails. They can repair hazards faster
if the request is sent directly to the workers who can fix them (cf. focus
boxes about Seberang Perai, Malaysia and Kit Urbano in Argentina). Local
governments can also create such tools specific for municipal employees
and community leaders. The city of Makassar, in Indonesia, has distributed
6,000 SMART phones to newly elected community leaders who use an
app to submit data on the social response of the community to services,
reporting on cleanliness, tax collection, greenery and crime2.
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• To facilitate urban planning processes. An interesting example are SMART
tools aiming to map informal settlements in developing countries. Open
Reblock2, created by Slum Dwellers International, is an example of opensource platform designed to simplify the process of reorganizing slum
communities in order to provide an access path to urban infrastructures
and services. The tool combines an algorithm that suggest reblocking
solutions in a minimally disruptive way and using knowledge from the
slum dwellers.
• To gather ideas on specific projects. Cities can create platforms to
launch challenges and competitions to solve a specific issue. The city
of Santander, Spain created a web-based platform called “Santander
City Brain” where residents can make suggestions on how to improve
services and the quality of life in the city, and where the Mayor can create
“challenges” asking residents to make proposals to solve a specific issue.
The best ideas win a prize and the resident responsible for the suggestion
is involved in the implementation of the project.
• To collect funds for urban projects3. The city of Rotterdam, Netherlands,
for example, financed in 2013 the construction of a bridge through
crowdfunding.
Crowdsourcing only works if many people use it. The key of success for these
projects is when the city defines clearly its needs and engages an important
part of the population through awareness communications campaigns.

1

Source:http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=5c555cb1e7506410Vgn
VCM10000071d60f89RCRD&vgnextchannel=6f65970aa08c1410VgnVCM10000071d60f89R
CRD&appInstanceName=default

2

Source:http://www.citylab.com/cityfixer/2016/02/high-tech-map-urban-slums-openreblock/470910/

3

To discover other crowdfunding initiatives led by municipalities: https://www.theguardian.
com/cities/gallery/2014/apr/28/crowdfunding-we-built-this-city-the-SMARTest-urbanprojects-in-pictures

Technology can
contribute to
generate and
strengthen the
trust between the
citizen and the local
administration
by facilitating a
direct dialogue
where the citizen
participates in an
active and positive
way, while the
government adopt
an active listening
attitude. By putting
the citizen at the
centre, the SMART
participation tools
allow to involve the
citizen in public
management
and improve
its perception
in municipal
management.
Laura López, Kit
Urbano, Argentina
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• To map transit routes in order to better adapt transportation services.
The city of Toronto, Canada, created an app to track cyclists’ rides with
GPS; collecting information about their trip purpose, route, date and time.
Data is analysed to assist city planners to know cycling patterns and to
improve cycling infrastructure and plan for future cycling investment1.
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SMART MONITORING SYSTEM
SEBERANG PERAI, MALAYSIA

THE PROJECT
Originally, MPSP received citizen complaints through
a myriad of system such letters, emails, phone calls
but also meetings, mass media and the internet. With
these conventional methods, response and feedback
were slow and communication unilateral. To improve
communication with residents and the governments’
responsiveness MPSP developed in 2013 the “SMART
Monitoring System” (SMS). The SMS facilitates two-way
communication between the public and the municipality.
The two main functions of the SMS are i) to manage

HOW IT WORKS
The SMS integrates data and information from social
networks (MPSP Watch Facebook) and the “Citizen
Action Technology” (CAT) application1. To submit a
complaint, users take pictures with their mobile phones
and describe the problem. In the application, complaints
are registered according to categories and location.
A reference number is automatically given to ensure
that the report is received by MPSP and addressed
quickly. A team dedicated to the follow-up makes sure
that the complaints in the Smart Monitoring System
are channelled to relevant departments for action. The
response time is 1 to 3 days. Feedback is visible on the
websites. This system also allows the Municipal President
to monitor the progress of the work carried out to rectify
the problems. According to Dato’Maimunah Mohd
Sharif ,President of MPSP “the community becomes

1

http://www.cat.betterpg.com and www.facebook.com/
mpspwatch
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Seberang Perai is a Malaysian city covering an area of
738 sq. km with a population of 897,600 inhabitants.
The municipal Council of Seberang Perai or Majlis
Perbandaran Seberang Perai (MPSP) has competences
over urban planning, licensing, town beautification,
health services, cleanliness, controlling contagious
diseases, construction and regulating road system,
managing traffic system, regulating drainage system,
and providing and maintaining public amenities. Local
revenue comes from rates, licensing fees and various
municipal charges and compounds. Local tax revenues
represented 72% of MPSP’s total revenue in 2015.

citizens’ complaints and enhance communication
with MPSP to provide feedback on issues related to
urban services; ii) to monitor progress of development
project on sites and to ensure that the developers
comply with the approved plans. Main topics addressed
by the SMART tool related to floods; urban planning
enforcement; illegal waste dumping and environmental
issues.

© Simon Long

BACKGROUND
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RESULTS AND BENEFITS
Since the launching of the application, 11,456 complaints
have been received, with 100% of the complaints solved.
The user-friendly app has 14,103 followers. It brings the
following benefits to Seberang Perai’s management
team and citizens:

Seberang Perai. This system helps to improve the
quality, the effectiveness and the efficiencies of MPSP
services on the ground and reinforces the citizens’
confidence in public action.

CHALLENGES AND
LESSONS LEARNED
According the MPSP, there are key issues that local
governments must pay attention to when implementing
similar initiatives, including:

• Improved service delivery and transparency on
compliance with approved urban plans. The SMS
enables MPSP to deal with complaints quickly
and execute more comprehensive and systematic
procedures, making more accurate conclusions.

• Build the tool with internal capacities. The SMS is
an in-house operation financed by MPSP that can be
replicated by other local governments inexpensively.
The overall cost to establish the system was MYR
50,000 (USD 12,500).

• Costs savings (labour). The SMS helps covering the
whole area of Seberang Perai with the existing human
resources. One of the most significant and important
contribution of the SMS is saving time, money and
energy for workers.

• Strengthen staff capacity and motivation. Local staff
needs to feel involved.

• Communication and participation. Engaging the
public to monitor urban services is part of a deliberate
public empowerment strategy. MPSP uses this system
as a platform to deliver information to its citizens and
to provide a platform for social engagement. It takes
a practical approach to help communities to deal with
MPSP on various issues regarding urban services,
particularly in cleanliness.
• Building trust and accountability. This is a new way
for stakeholders to interact with the government. The
implementation of the SMS has had a positive impact
for the MPSP administration, whereby it is able to
provide faster and more transparent services, which
will eventually lead to a cleaner, greener and healthier

• Regularly improving the tool. In 2016, the SMS tool
was improved to include supervision from municipal
officers. Feedbacks and monitoring are now carried
out more efficiently and effectively thanks to the
use of the SmartEye mobile application. This app
provides a platform for any officers to submit a report
during a site visit. They have immediate access to
all complaints, feedbacks and visual images and can
go to the site to investigate and submit immediate
feedbacks and provide the status of the case on the
spot through SmartEye. This allows MPSP to monitor
the 303 urban projects currently under construction.
• Increase citizen awareness with communication
campaigns. Raising awareness among citizens is
essential to make sure the app is widely used and
trusted.
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the eyes and ears of MPSP and anyone among them
are welcomed to transmit information directly through
the use of these applications.”

Screenshot of the Seberang Perai Smart Monitoring System website
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BARRIOS ACTIVOS, KIT URBANO:
REPORTING PLATFORM
SAN LUIS, ARGENTINA

Kit Urbano is an Argentinean startup created in 2013
and specialized in creating innovative technological
solutions improving the link between the citizen and
the public administration. One of its main SMART
tools is Barrios Activos (“active neighbourhood”), a
collaborative intelligence application that allow citizens
to report hazards related to the city’s maintenance (e.g.
transportation, cleanliness, security, public services,
etc.) in a platform that aggregates and centralizes the
information. It enables the administration to visualize
the main areas of conflict, and provide feedback to the
citizen regarding the resolution of reported incidents.

EXPECTED BENEFITS
The Barrios Activos platform offers a new and direct
communication channel between the citizen and the
local government; promoting civic engagement and
active listening from the administration. It also allows the
municipality to increase the transparency and efficiency
of municipal management and improve the quality of
the services thanks to a better resources management.
In fact, the municipality may reduce public expenses

1

For more information about Kit Urbano: https://
kiturbano.com/
and
Barrios
Activos:
https://
barriosactivos.com/

dedicated to services audit as it creates “Observer
citizens” who help the municipality to quickly identify
and solve problems. Barrios Activos also contributes
to improved decision-making as it generates concrete
and reliable information such as real-time statistics,
demographic data, citizen satisfaction analysis per topic
and geographic location. It allows the local government
to adapt its policies and to look for solutions that
correspond to citizens’ real needs.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTION
The Barrios Activos solution combines a mobile
application for citizens to report hazards and a
private Management Dashboard. The latter allows the
municipality to establish a direct link with the citizen
and monitor the issues reported. Barrios Activos is
offered as a SaaS (Software as a Service) cloud based
system, a low-cost, easy-to use solution that can
be quickly implemented by municipalities; as they
only pay for the service and not for the design and
maintenance of the infrastructure. The cost of Barrios
Activos varies according to the size of the municipality,
ranging from 1,000€ per month for cities of less than
20,000 inhabitants, to 6,000€ per month for cities with
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KIT URBANO AND BARRIOS ACTIVOS1
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1 million inhabitants and above. According to Kit Urbano,
the solution is 14 times less expensive than traditional
management techniques and 8 times less than a call
centre. Kit Urbano offers technical training for the
municipality to deploy the tool, toolkits on how to use
the platform, support to adapt the visual identity to the
city’s image, online and offline kits of communications
tool to raise awareness about the platform, technological
support services (domain, hosting, technical support,
software update, etc.)

provided) and management cost of reports reduced 63%
compared to the previous call centre system.

IMPLEMENTATION IN SAN
LUIS, ARGENTINA1

• Communication is critical to ensure that residents use
the tool. Besides combining online and offline tools,
local governments can also encourage participation
regarding specific topics that are priority for the
administration, who planned to resolve them at short
or long term, which would ensure that incidents are
more quickly solved.

1

Key issues to overcome initial challenges and ensure the
success of the platform include:
• Political leadership from the Mayor, to ensure that
both citizens and municipal employees are on board.

• Local governments are often alarmed that a SMART
solution such as Barrios Activos will increase the
number of reports and that they will not have the
capacity to answer to all complaints and solve all
issues. To face these risks, local governments can:
• Restrain the number of participants varying the
intensity of communication tools.
• Answer reports in a strategic manner, choosing
priorities to respond.
• Create a dedicated team within the department of
modernization and communication: depending on
the size of the city, this means 2 city managers that
will ensure the follow-up of the reporting and one
supervisor who will have a global vision of the system.

About Barrios Activos in San Luis: http://sanluisactiva.
com/
and
http://ciudaddesanluis.gov.ar/barriosa c t i vo s - n u eva - p l a t a f o r m a -v i r t u a l - p a ra - re c i b i r reclamos- de-los-vecinos/
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Since its creation in 2014, Barrios Activos has been
implemented in 9 countries, connecting more than
8,500 municipalities in Latin America and has more
than 15.000 active residents reporting incidents. One
of the most successful experiences is the city of San
Luis, Argentina, with a population of 169,000. The
municipality deployed the Barrios Activos solution
in 2015. After 20 days for the deployment of the
tool including personalizing the tools to the city’s
visual identity and training the municipal team, San
Luis launched a 2-month communications campaign
to ensure citizen endorsement and participation. It
combined online tools (social media, website) and
offline (flyers in public sites, and letters sent to the
60,000 households of the city). The initiative was a
success as more than 10,000 residents regularly use the
platform, corresponding to 2% of the city population. In
addition, the municipality observed that there was no
increase in the total quantity of reports received, but
response time were improved as 90% of the incidents
were answered (not necessarily solved, but feedback

CHALLENGES AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Screenshot of the management software of the Barrios Activos application
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© Fabienne Perucca

2 . 2 FIGHTING CORRUPTION AND FRAUD

A common assumption is that absence of data in the public domain and
lack of visibility regarding resource utilization can lead to misallocations and
create space for corrupt-behaviour such as absenteeism, bribe-taking and
resource theft. Corruption, even on a small scale, is a major drag on economic
and societal growth, and has a direct impact on local government´s revenue.
Besides losing money, corruption results in citizens’ dissatisfaction, as they
perceive that tax money is being misused and not invested in public interest,
breaking the fragile link of trust between the citizen and the government.
Corruption is difficult to detect, hard to police, and even harder to eradicate
once a culture of bribery has taken hold on society.

Increased
transparency
from public
administrations
and civil servants
allow for greater
accountability and
social control from
the citizen, helping
to reduce corruption
and increase citizen
satisfaction.
Enock Arinda, Expert on
decentralization and
fiscalization, Rwandan
Association of Local
Governments (RALGA)
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Corruption is a huge problem across the globe. In Africa, it is estimated that
one-quarter of the continent’s GDP is lost to corruption each year. In Latin
America, the Inter-American Development Bank believes that corruption
may cost 10% of GDP every year. The World Bank puts the total direct cost
of corruption at $1 trillion annually1.

SMART technologies are often seen as efficient tools to address these issues
by promoting transparency and accountability, facilitating rapid collection,
analysis and flow of information between government institutions and
citizens. They permit a new level of public scrutiny. Local governments
around the world have been using SMART tools to prevent, detect and deter
corruption with two objectives: as a means to empower citizens by raising

1

Source: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/04/this-could-save-governments-millionsof-dollars-and-tackle-corruption/?utm_content=buffer9694b&utm_medium=social&utm_
source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
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awareness and offering tools to monitor, identify and report corruption;
and to reduce public official corruption through simplifying bureaucratic
processes and introducing transparency and accountability in government
management.
It is important to note that petty corruption and grand corruption require
completely different approaches and solutions. Petty corruption (which
refers to everyday abuse of entrusted power by low and mid-level public
officials in their interactions with citizens), can be stemmed using simpler
techniques and tools such as exposure and whistleblowing, and can be
tackled at local governments’ level. Grand corruption consists of acts
committed at a high level of government by the distortion of policies
enabling leaders to benefit at the expenses of the public good (including
kickbacks in procurement contracts, tax avoidance by using opaque financial
centres, money laundering, etc.). Grand corruption requires a more complex
set of tools such as advanced data analytics to closing tax haven loopholes,
tracing illicit asset flows, etc. and it requires national or international level
action1.

The automation
of tax recovery
processes allows
local governments
to fight against
corruption by taking
away the power of
intermediary agents
and increasing
the transparency
of transactions.
Erasmo Lázaro
Bendezú Oré, Deputy
Mayor, Municipality
of Ate, Peru.

TOOLS TO EMPOWER THE CITIZEN

• Web-based platform where a citizen can anonymously report corruption
in public service delivery allowing to localize where corruption is
concentrated. One of the most famous examples is the platform “I Paid a
Bribe”2 created by an Indian civil society organization in 2010, which allow
users to report bribery, but also publish stories of people refusing to pay
a bribe, and reports about “honest officers”. This data can be visualized in
a map, presenting a snapshot of where corruption happens. Although the
tool was not initiated by the local government, it had such a success that
Indian local governments have used the information raised by the tool to
adopt reforms to reduce corruption within government agencies (it has
already received more than 100.000 reports in 1.000 Indian cities). For
example, the transport Commission of the state of Karnataja offer driver’s
licenses services exclusively online today, eliminating potential bribes.

1

See The Guardian discussion about using technologies to fight corruption : https://www.
theguardian.com/global-development-professionals-network/2015/may/19/crowdsourcinganti-corruption-bribery-kenya-india

2

Source : http://www.ipaidabribe.com/#gsc.tab=0
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Tools to monitor and report corruption. Technology can provide effective
channels to report administrative abuses and briberies. Online platforms,
hotlines or SMART phone applications can facilitate the aggregation and
lodging of complaints and dissemination of information about reported
cases of corruption. This may help governments to take concrete actions to
prevent and to punish violations; it can also serve as a deterrent leading to
change of behaviour, thanks to increase visibility and the end of impunity.
These crowdsourcing whistle-blowing systems can take various forms,
including the following examples:
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• Tools to monitor elections and report electoral fraud. Uganda watch 2011
is an independent hotline that allows citizens to report problems, fraud
and irregularities during the electoral process. The organisations involved
analyse the information and publish reports covering issues such as voter
registration issues, money in politics, as well as violence and intimidations.
Tools to raise awareness and educate both citizens and public officials.
SMART technologies can help local governments promote ethical attitudes
and raise awareness to empower the public by informing it about its right
and methods to resist petty corruption. The national Indonesian government
created an application2 featuring a virtual “theme park” where animated
graphics teach people how to avoid bribes. Such tools are interesting not
only to educate the citizen on how to avoid corruption, but also to coach
public officials about what constitutes corruption.
Tools to support campaigns to mobilize people against corruption.
SMART technologies can be used to raise awareness and mobilize citizens
to pressure governments on specific issues. Digital technologies such as
emails, social media, SMS and mobile applications can amplify the citizen
collective voice. An interesting example is the Brazilian NGO, “Meu Rio” (My
Rio) a mobilization platform for civic engagement and people-powered
political action, which wants to improve city life and urge local institutions
to be more responsive. Meu Rio leverages the collaborative power of
technology to pool citizens’ ideas and facilitate coordinated actions to
pressure decision makers. Using technology allow to create communities
of interest for specific causes, which can be activated easily and regularly
according to campaigns. Technology also helps activism become more
organized and inclusive, allowing for a range of diverse voices to mobilize
for causes. Since its creation in 2011, Meu Rio has mobilized more than
160.000 residents and changed over 50 public policies in the city. It has
helped passing legal amendments and solving neighbourhood problems.
As an example, it resulted in forbidding people prosecuted for corruption
from being nominated to positions in public administration. More recently,
the organization created the “DefeZap app”, which allows citizens to upload
videos reporting violence and abuse of power by police forces, by uploading
videos to the platform. Then, videos are disseminated to relevant bodies
responsible for investigating and responding to violations of power by

1

Source : http://www.economist.com/news/technology-quarterly/21578520-technology-andgovernment-how-clever-use-mobile-phones-helping-improve?fsrc=scn/tw_ec/zapping_
mosquitoes_and_corruption

2

Source:https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2014/oct/03/indonesiacorruption-eradication-commission-app

For local
governments,
SMART
technologies are
once in a lifetime
opportunity to
improve city
management.
Mobile phones
have become
an instrument
of citizenship.
A wonderful
way to connect
with citizens.
Diana López
Caramazana,
UN-Habitat
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• Robocall systems to ask for feedback. The Pakistani government created
a Citizen Feedback Model1, which uses a simple method of enhancing
government accountability. Whenever a citizen deals with a government
agency (police, health or administrative services such as registering
property), they receive a follow-up robocall and text messaging asking
if they experienced any corruption during their visit. With more than 1,3
million people signed up in the program, more than 30,000 robocalls
are being made each day, enabling the government to collect targeted
information about where corruption lies.
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public agents. The goal is to underlie institutional problems in an effort to
drive broader reform of police security.1

E-government initiatives. Local governments can use SMART technologies
to fight corruption by automating tax payments, enabling online service
delivery, and ensuring transparency in public procurement and contracts.
Opportunities for corruption are reduced with eliminating red tape and
bureaucratic processes and cutting out intermediaries with automation.
Data analytics. Local governments can use data analytics software based on
open datasets to detect anomalies, underperformance and find corruption
among government agencies and fight tax fraud.
Increased transparency in budget allocation and public assets registries.
Technologies can assist local governments in making financial information
public and facilitating citizens’ access to official information. One possibility
is to create online asset registries for public officials. Asset declaration
regimes aim at preventing conflicts of interest among public officials and
members of the government and avoiding illicit enrichment by monitoring
variations in the wealth of senior public officials and civil servants over time.
Typically, an independent government agency is responsible for receiving,
archiving and reviewing the submissions, verifying and investigating possible
wrongdoing and answering to public requests of information. Technologies
can help increase these processes efficiently and dedicated software can
ensure the available information is digestible.

LESSONS LEARNED
Initiatives to combat corruption are often initiated by civil society
organizations or national governments, but local governments can adopt
such tools to increase accountability and reduce resource misuse at their
scale. It is important to note that, while SMART technologies make it
easier to track corrupt practices technology is an enabler, but it is not the
solution. The success of any SMART tool to combat corruption depends
both on whether it is used or not by citizens and on how public institutions
ensure follow-up. Thus, a series of factors must be taken into account when
deploying initiatives to tackle corruption2:

SMART
technologies
make it easier
to track corrupt
practices
technology.

Technology
is an enabler,
but it is not
the solution.
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TOOLS TO INCREASE GOVERNMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY

• Communication campaigns to make citizens more aware about their rights
and responsibilities to reduce their vulnerability to corrupt practices and
to share mechanisms to report and avert corruption.

1

About Meu Rio &Defezap: https://www.defezap.org.br/ and http://www.meurio.org.br/

2

Source:
http://www.transparency.org/files/content/corruptionqas/376_technological_
innovations_to_identify_and_reduce_corruption.pdf
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• An enabling political environment that promotes and protects free speech,
plus strong political willingness.
• Collaboration between governmental institutions and civil society
organizations.
• Ensure law enforcement by adopting regulatory frameworks to ensure
responsiveness from the public authorities, including investigation and
prosecution; defining sanctions to end impunity of corrupt behaviour; and
policy adjustments to prevent corruption. It is key that local governments
recognize the value of the tools created by external stakeholders such
as crowdsourcing anticorruption platforms, and integrate them into the
existing criminal justice system. As such, the public may be reassured
that telling their stories will have some impact, and will be encouraged
to use the tools.
• Security and confidentiality. There are significant security challenges
associated with the use of mobile phones for reporting corruption, as
in some cases the whistle-blower risks being identified or the message
intercepted. It is key to find ways to secure confidentiality when sensitive
information is being communicated and to build trust of citizens in using
the tools: anonymity of reports and protection of whistle-blowers must
be ensured.

Corruption and tax
evasion represent
a considerable cost
for municipalities.
Taxes not recovered
prevent the
municipality
to generate
the expected
benefits and, as
a consequence,
to carry out
the projects
planned. SMART
technologies
may help local
governments to
reduce corruption,
to be more
transparent towards
tax payers and to
offer better services
to citizens.
Lamine Koita, Legal
and litigation affairs
Director, District of
Abidjan, Ivory Coast.
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• Combine SMART tools with other non-IT tools to ensure participation
of people with diverse backgrounds. SMART tools must be user-friendly
and adapted to the local capacities.
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INTERVIEW WITH VALENTINA RIGAMONTI,
REGIONAL COORDINATOR FOR WESTERN EUROPE
TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL
About Transparency International (TI): Created in
1993, TI is a non-governmental organization which
goal is to stop corruption and to promote transparency,
accountability and integrity at all levels and across all
sectors of society. Based in Berlin, it has more than 100
representations around the world.

ACCORDING TO YOU, WHAT
ARE THE LINKS BETWEEN
TRANSPARENCY, FIGHT AGAINST
CORRUPTION, MUNICIPAL FINANCES
AND SMART TECHNOLOGIES?

WHAT WORK TRANSPARENCY
INTERNATIONAL IS DOING TO
FIGHT CORRUPTION IN LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS WITH THE SUPPORT
OF SMART TECHNOLOGIES?
Anti-corruption initiatives often focus on abuses and
illegal practices at the national level. Yet significant

power is increasingly vested in local government that
are responsible to deliver public services to their citizens.
This proximity to the people and the discretion that local
officials have in exercising their functions can make local
governments highly vulnerable to corruption. In parallel,
we observe that technology and web and mobile-based
initiatives are more and more seen as democratic
tools that can reshape the interaction between citizen
and government and also change the fight against
corruption. Thus, TI develops several actions related
to local governments and technology, including the
following examples1:
Tools to monitor local government performance
• Online monitoring systems that engage the population
in the oversight of services, such as creating a
Smartphone application where citizens can flag
problems and the information is sent directly to
the public administration. TI has implemented such
initiatives in a variety of countries.
• Tools reporting corruption include: physical offices
such as the Advocacy and Legal Advisors Centres
(ALAC) that exist in 50 countries, telephone hotlines,
or online complaint mechanisms. Among other
examples, TI has developed complaint mechanisms
in Honduras in 2013 for increased transparency in the

1
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We can identify two main dynamics. First, we observe
that if the citizen knows how tax money is being spent,
they will be more willing to pay their taxes. To achieve
this, local governments can increase transparency,
citizen engagement and accountability, which will in
turn improve the trust of the citizen in the administration
and, in the long-run, it may raise compliance in paying
taxes. Secondly, we observe that local governments
lose a lot of potential revenue due to tax evasion and
fraud. If the administration fights corruption, it might
increase its revenue rapidly and significantly. The main
way to fight corruption and increase trust of citizens in
the administration is to implement transparency and
participation initiatives, and SMART technologies offer
great opportunities to do so. Such initiatives may reduce
citizen passiveness, increase city revenues and reinforce
municipalities’ investment capacity and ability to offer
services of better quality to citizen.

For more information about TI activities to strengthen
integrity
in
local
governments:
https://www.
transparency.org/whatwedo/activity/strengthening_
local_government_integrity about tools to support
transparency in local governance: https://www.
transparency.org/whatwedo/tools/tools_to_support_
transparency_in_local_governance/3/
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• Rankings and indices of local governments
transparency, integrity and accountability are effective
advocacy tools to foster upward competition between
governments. TI National Chapters develop Municipal
Transparency Index to assess and rank a selected
number of municipalities within a country. Municipal
Indexes have been implemented in Spain, Portugal
and Slovakia1.
Tools to prevent local corruption
Integrity Pacts2 (IP) are a tool developed by TI in the
1990s for preventing corruption in public contracting,
both at the national and local level. They are an
agreement between the government agency offering
a contract and the companies bidding for it that
they will abstain from bribery, collusion and other
corrupt practices for the extent of the contract. To
ensure accountability, Integrity Pacts also include an
independent monitoring system (the social witness)
typically led by civil society groups, which are often
TI’s national chapters. When one of the parties violates
these terms it is liable to sanctions, which could include
blacklisting, contract revocation or forfeiture of bid
bonds. The transparency agreement covers the whole
cycle of the project, from the preparation of tender
documents until the last phase of implementation.
Integrity Pacts have been applied in more than 15
countries and 300 separate situations. Among other
benefits, Integrity Pacts discourage corruption and lead
to more efficient outcomes by reducing purchase prices
and project costs by 30 to 60%; clean operations on
the part of contractors and public officials during the
execution of a project; ensure that infrastructure projects
and other public works are delivered efficiently, and
stave off avenues for illicit gain; increase the level of
transparency in public procurement and contracting
processes. This, in turn, leads to greater confidence and
trust in public decision-making and public decisions,
reduces litigation over procurement processes, enhances
competition in the business sector by having more
bidders competing for contracts. Integrity pacts can also
encourage institutional changes, such as the increased

1

On municipal indexes: TI Spain (http://transparencia.
org.es/en/index-of-municipalities-ita/), TI Portugal
(https://transparencia.pt/indice-de-transparenciamunicipal/)
and
TI
Slovakia
(http://zupy2015.
transparency.sk/sk/sets/zupy-2011/rank).

2

About the integrity pacts: https://www.transparency.
org/whatwedo/tools/integrity_pacts/4/

use of e-procurement systems, simplified administrative
procedures and improved regulatory action. The cost
of implementing an IP may vary depending on the
implementation arrangements, the activities included
in the process and the complexity of bidding procedures,
but experience has shown that they remain a very small
percentage of the project costs and can be covered
by different sources: the authority’s own resources;
contributions from donors or project financiers; bidders’
fees, or a combination of these.
A recent example is the implementation of Integrity
Pacts in four local districts in Rwanda in 2012. Initially
on a pilot basis, the IP tool monitored two projects
related to infrastructure and water supply contracts
in each district. Integrity pacts were signed between
the local governments and the bidders under the
supervision of an independent monitor. As of 2016, 22
types of infrastructure projects including roads, water,
electricity facilities and buildings were monitored. All
monitored projects have a total a value of 21.6 billion
RW. This corresponds to 55% of the 4 selected districts’
development budgets. As TI-Rwanda advocated for the
active inclusion of concerned citizens, a new web-based
tool called Civil Society Procurement Monitoring (CSPM)
was created to enhance the process of procurement
oversight by representatives from communities in
their districts. CSPM is inbuilt in all the phases of
the tendering process namely, planning, bidding,
evaluating, implementation and monitoring. Through
CSPM tool, citizens got involved in anonymous reporting
to complain about theft and mismanagement in the
project. Districts complied with procurement guidelines
and no bribery was detected during the project
implementation. National stakeholders involved in the
procurement oversight, managing of local government
and public financial management discussed issues linked
to improving public procurement.
Tools to assess local corruption risks: The Local
Integrity System (LIS)3 tool assesses the effectiveness of
procedures and mechanisms to promote transparency,
accountability and integrity in order to fight corruption
at the local level, provides recommendations on areas
for reform, and develops a follow-up action plan for
strengthening local integrity in collaboration with

3
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procurement of medical material; and in Morocco in
2012 where it created a website that allows citizen to
report bribery.

About the local integrity system assessment: http://
www.transparency.org/whatwedo/publication/local_
integrity_system_assessment_toolkit
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Corruption perceptions index 2016

Activities to strengthen local governments’ capacity:
A TI National Chapter may organize training activities
for municipal officials based on the needs and projects,
and anti-corruption schools addressed not only to public
servants but also students and civil society organizations,
such as training for trainers; anti-corruption schools1, etc.
Activities to foster creation of innovative tools that
use SMART technologies to fight corruption: In
2012, TI organised a series of Hackathons around the
world to bring together anti-corruption and technology
experts to create innovative ICT solutions to corruption
problems. TI is now supporting its chapters to put their

1

ideas on mobilising people through web- and mobilebased technologies into practice.
Actions to spread knowledge and facilitate the
exchange of experiences: TI and its chapters regularly
organize anti-corruption seminars, publish reports
with case studies and recommendations to improve
local governance (for ex. series of case studies on how
governments can use open data to fight corruption),
organize webinars on specific topics (ex. use of
technology in political financing in election periods).

WHAT ARE THE MAIN OBSTACLES
THAT LOCAL GOVERNMENTS MAY
FIND WHEN USING SMART TOOLS
TO INCREASE TRANSPARENCY AND
FIGHT AGAINST CORRUPTION?
HOW THIS CAN BE OVERCOME?
One of the main difficulties we encounter is that often
the legislation exists but it stays on paper, either
because local governments do not want to apply it
either because they cannot. There are two key elements
here: dialogue with public authorities in order for them
to understand the benefits of fighting corruption; and
training so they know how and have the capacity to
comply with national regulation.
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key local stakeholders. The LIS Assessment Toolkit is
designed to conduct an in-depth assessment of a small
number of local government units in a given country
based on a series of indicators that allow to identify
strength and weaknesses of local system. TI National
Chapter approaches the municipality to understand if
they are interested in doing a LIS and if it is the most
appropriate tool. The LIS is paid through the project
money and not by the municipality. The implementation
usually takes between 6 months and one year. Since
its launch in 2014, the tool has been implemented in
the cities of 5 countries: Argentina, Kenya (Kisumu and
Kwale), Palestine (Ramallah), Portugal (Lisbon and
Braga) and Senegal (Guediawaye).

About transparency school on anti corruption: http://
transparencyschool.org/
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TI has established a few principles and standards that,
if followed by local governments, should ensure good
governance and greater trust between citizen and
administration. Principles include: transparency (e.g.
access to information); accountability (e.g. elections;
media independence; people’s participation); and
integrity (e.g. rule of law; ethical conduct). Standards
identify concrete measures that local governments
should take to make sure that these principles are
realised. Although it is important to know that contexts
vary a lot and thus adaptation to local context is
key, when we talk about SMART technologies and
municipal finances, a few examples of standards and
recommendations are:
• Rules and regulations for revenue collection must be
clear, transparent and simple.
• Citizens should be able to access information on taxes
and administrative procedures.
• All information about taxpayers and subscribers to
services must be managed in electronic databases.
• Tax appeals mechanism should exist and be
functioning.
• Provide fully transparent and comprehensive
information to the public about how the money is
collected, how much is collected and how it is spent.
• Reporting should be facilitated through a complain
mechanism, and victims and witnesses of corruption
must be anonymous and protected.
Other issues that are key to ensure the success of projects
using SMART technologies to fight against corruption
and reinforce transparency in city management include:
• A strong political will from the local government to
work closely with TI.

a follow-up after complains and corruption reports.
When citizens report corruption cases, they expect
at least a reaction, if not a solution to their problem.
This is one of the most difficult challenges to tackle
when building a reporting tool.
• E-government policies help but real clear codes of
conducts are also very important. A simple example
is to show how much public servants earn.
• Training and capacity building of the municipal
team is very important to ensure the success of any
SMART project. National governments can play an
important role in this matter, particularly to assist
local administrations in developing necessary skills
and be prepared to adapting and complying with
new national legislations regarding transparency,
accountability and fight against corruption.
• To work with a third neutral party in initiatives to fight
corruption: the citizen may trust more an independent
institution as it ensures protection of witnesses,
transparency of denunciation, and follow-up in justice.
TI for example often play the intermediary between
the citizen and the local administration when it comes
to complaining mechanisms.
• SMART projects have costs that must not be
underestimated. This includes the cost of technical
development but also human resources. It may be
important that the local government have a dedicated
team to manage transparency and anti-corruption
SMART projects.
• Local governments must remember that technology
is a tool to empower citizens, raise awareness, show
areas needing improvement and pressure authorities.
But it is not a solution that will ensure the end of
corruption. SMART technology is not enough to
change cultures or amend laws … only people can
do so. It is imperative to remember that online tools
should be part of a broader strategy of engagement
and participation.
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WHAT ARE THE KEY ELEMENTS
THAT ENSURE THE SUCCESS
OF A PROJECT TO IMPROVE
TRANSPARENCY AND FIGHT
AGAINST CORRUPTION? WHAT
ADVICES WOULD YOU GIVE TO
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS WISHING
TO IMPLEMENT SUCH PROJECTS?

• A lot of dialogue to make sure all parties are on board
and understand why the project is needed.
• Establishing a feedback loop to make sure there is
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2 . 3 IMPROVING CREDITWORTHINESS
AND INVESTMENT ATTRACTION

Cities that increase transparency and accountability with the help of
SMART technologies may help local governments gain recognition for
sound municipal management, which will improve creditworthiness and
contribute to attract investments such as transfers from central government,
funds from international donors, or issuing municipal bonds. The city of
Kampala, Uganda, for example, has led important efforts to improve its
municipal finances, in part using SMART technologies to improve processes
and increase transparency and accountability. As a result, it received A+
from a rating agency, enabling access to World Bank grants and opening
the path for issuing its first municipal bond.

1

Transparency is
crucial to build
trust with citizens;
but it also to allows
local governments
to access funding
from donors, banks
and other agencies.
Frank Batungwe
Timisine, Kampala
Capital City
Authority, Uganda
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Studies have found that fight against corruption may increase governments
creditworthiness, as measured by credit ratings. Predictions indicate that
a one standard deviation decrease in corruption improves sovereign credit
ratings by almost a full rating category. The rating agency Moody for
example, considers corruption in its assessment of sovereign risk. It uses
the World Bank’s Worldwide Governance Indicators “control of corruption”
composite measure as 25% of its overall measure on the quality of a country’s
institutional framework, complemented by the “rule of law” (25%) and
“government effectiveness” (50%) indices1. While this data corresponds to
national level, it could also be applied at local governments’ scale.

Source:
http://blogs.iadb.org/gobernarte/2016/09/19/los-beneficios-fiscales-de-latransparencia/
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ISO 37120: CERTIFIED CITY DATA
TO PROMOTE INVESTMENT
THE WORLD COUNCIL ON CITY DATA (WCCD)

The application of ISO 37120 delivers real benefits to
cities by enabling them to:
• Monitor the efficiency of city service delivery and
effectiveness of SMART city solutions, policies and
programs;
• Build frameworks for SMART city planning together
with sustainability and resilience planning;
• Set data driven targets and data informed priorities
for SMART infrastructure investment;
• Monitor and evaluate the impacts of infrastructure
investments on the overall performance of a city;

*

This box was elaborated by Patricia L. McCarney,
President & CEO of the WCCD.

1

www.dataforcities.org

• Undertake local and international benchmarking; and
draw on comparative lessons and share experiences
with other cities; and
• Leverage funding and demonstrate responsible
management practices to attract private investment,
both domestic and foreign direct investment, and
improve creditworthiness.

LINKAGES FOR INVESTMENT
The investment related applications of ISO 37120 are
of great interest to the growing network of WCCD
certified cities and other stakeholders such as national
governments. The ISO 37120 indicators inform a number
of mechanisms that can facilitate and enable investment
in cities:
• Investment attractiveness. The ISO 37120 indicators
cover a number of key aspects of investment
attractiveness – including infrastructure performance
and reliability and quality of life indicators which are
important for attracting mobile, high-skilled workers.
The City of Toronto uses its leading performance
on higher education degrees (47,000 per 100,000
inhabitants) as a key point in attracting high-value
technology companies to locate and invest in the city.
• Good governance. Open data on city performance
sends a clear message of openness and accountability
from city government. Quality of municipal
governance is often a key factor for investors when
evaluating the risk associated with local investment,
particularly for infrastructure.
• Leverage funds from national governments. Investing
in urban infrastructure is a key priority for national
economic and social development. The Canadian
Government for example is currently implementing
a $125 billion dollar, ten-year infrastructure investment
program with a focus on cities. The Government of
India has made urban development a central part of
its policy agenda, and is funding multi-billion-dollar
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The World Council on City Data (WCCD) hosts a
network of innovative cities committed to improving
services and quality of life with open city data and
provides a consistent and comprehensive platform
for standardized urban metrics. Comparable city
data is critical for building smarter, more sustainable,
resilient, prosperous and inclusive cities. WCCD is
implementing the international standard ISO 37120
Sustainable Development of Communities: Indicators
for City Services and Quality of Life. ISO 37120 defines
a comprehensive set of 100 standardized indicators
that enables any city, of any size, to assess their
performance and measure progress over time and also
draw comparative lessons from other cities. The WCCD
is also developing new indicators on SMART cities that
will become part of the new ISO standard on SMART
City Indicators. WCCD publishes the list of cities that are
certified against ISO 37120 by a team of independent
verifiers in an Open City Data Portal1, which enables city
managers, citizens, industry leaders and researchers, to
compare and benchmark cities performance across the
100 indicators in the ISO 37120 standard, allowing over 1
million potential visualisation combinations. Numerous
cities from all continents have already been certified by
the standard, including: Amman, Amsterdam, Barcelona,
Boston, Bogota, Buenos Aires, Dubai, Guadalajara,
Haiphong, Helsinki, Johannesburg, London, Los Angeles,
Makkah, Makati, Minna, Melbourne, Rotterdam, Shanghai,
and Toronto.
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IMPROVING CITY
CREDITWORTHINESS
A further avenue for cities to access finance are local and
international capital markets. Municipal bond markets
are well-established in some parts of the world, but in
many countries these markets are in their infancy and
cities need to take substantial action to build sufficient
creditworthiness to enter the market. Recent estimates
by the World Bank show that less than 20% of the
largest 500 cities in developing countries are deemed
creditworthy locally (and only 4% in the international
context), severely constricting their capacity to finance
investments in public infrastructure. The WCCD
database includes a range of indicators to inform
credit assessment and, more broadly, the perceptions
of investors regarding the city:

municipal government’s finances, including: debt
service ratio; capital spending as a percentage of total
expenditures; own-source revenue as a percentage
of total revenues; and tax collected as percentage
of taxes billed.
• Current & future economic performance. The ISO
37120 indicators include overall measures of the city’s
current economic performance (e.g. city product per
capita; city unemployment rate; youth unemployment
rate; number of businesses per 100 000 inhabitants).
Combined with the indicators relating to investment
attractiveness the WCCD helps to inform perspectives
on future economic prospects for the city and the
ability of the municipality to collect net revenues and
repay debt obligations.
The WCCD is currently exploring, in collaboration
with cities and credit ratings agencies, how ISO 37120
certification can support or enhance creditworthiness for
cities worldwide, as well as identifying priority indicators
related to creditworthiness that could be included in the
forthcoming revision of ISO 37120 in the near future.
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investment in infrastructure through its SMART Cities
Mission and AMRUT programs. Cities and national
governments are now working with the WCCD to use
comparable ISO 37120 certified city data to make the
case for investments (e.g. through identifying gaps in
infrastructure services) and for tracking and evaluating
the economic, social and environmental benefits and
impacts of investment.

• Municipal finances. The ISO 37120 indicators certified
under the WCCD Audit Protocol, include a number
of key performance indicators of the health of a
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2 . 4 CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A RESOURCE-COSTLY DEPLOYMENT:
PLANNING AND PREPARATION NEEDED
Developing and maintaining SMART technology projects can be costly both
financially and in terms of human resources, as it requires strong technical
skills. In addition, it can be difficult to predict the reaction of the population
regarding its use. Thus, to ensure the success of the project, it is key that
local governments make sure:

2
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Despite numerous examples of local governments applying SMART
technologies to increase transparency and participation around the
world, there are still barriers to its full deployment. Hereafter we present
a few elements to which local governments must pay attention to when
implementing such initiatives.

• To develop a long-term strategic plan. Participatory and transparency
processes take a long time to yield results. Thus, a strategic development
plan needs to be defined in coordination with all city departments and
broadly supported by the top level of municipal government and civil
society organizations. It should establish specific targets and specific
actions to be taken on the long-term, and it is important that the goals
correspond to the municipality’s priorities and residents’ needs.
• To define a clear legal and regulatory framework. Most legal frameworks
for citizen participation are several decades old. They overlook the
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• To strengthen institutional capacity. It is important that citizen
engagement and transparency initiatives correspond to the city’s
management capacity. As such, it is preferable to start with small initiatives
and pilots that can be scaled-up if successful. In addition, SMART tools
tend to generate huge amounts of data, and it is key that the government
is prepared to process it and has the required staff. In particular, this is
the case for crowdsourcing tools such as those applications that allow
residents to report hazards or bribery. If the administration does not have
the capacity to provide feedback and ensure follow-up, it may create
frustration and lead to a loss of interest in the tool and increase distrust in
the government. Local governments may find useful to establish a team
dedicated to citizen engagement initiatives, with a dedicated budget.
One of the team’s responsibilities would be to ensure the sustainability of
the tool, making sure data is regularly updated and feedback provided.

LOW PARTICIPATION: IMPORTANT
MOBILIZATION NEEDED
While SMART technologies can be very useful in generating new
opportunities for transparency and citizen participation, local governments
often face difficulties to recruit enough participants to ensure the success of
the initiatives. This may be due to: difficult access to SMART technologies
combined with cultural and literacy barriers for marginalized population;
highly educated people may not be familiar or comfortable with the latest
technologies and may refuse to participate; or sometimes, most of the
population may lack of time and interest to participate in such activities. To
maximize citizen participation in the initiatives, local governments should:
• Develop on-going awareness communication campaigns. It often
happens that despite the many tools that are available for citizen
engagement, they remain unknown to the public due to lack of promotion.
Hence, local governments must promote SMART engagement tools and
show the advantages and risks; explain how the initiative works, the
implementation steps, difficulties, etc.

To ensure the
success of SMART
municipal projects,
it is essential to offer
training to public
officials, but also
to ensure that they
are motivated. To
do so, technology
must be friendly
and intuitive;
and municipal
employees must
be involved in the
entire deployment
and implementation
process, in order
for them to belong
to the process, to
understand that the
technology is there
to help his work and
not complicate it.
Silvia Faical,
Municipality of
Montevideo
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opportunities presented by SMART technologies and do not reflect
recent innovations, sometimes even not taking into account key issues
such as privacy. Sometimes local governments may even be reluctant to
use digital tools because they believe the laws on participation do not
allow them. It is key to adapt legislation to ensure flexibility and room
for innovation.

• Collaborate with local leaders. It is recommended that local governments
map the network of people they want to engage. Community leaders, and
particularly in low-income countries, can be of great help to municipal
governments to gain comprehensive understanding of the concerns of
residents.
• Pair both traditional and SMART solutions. Technology is an enabler
but it is not sufficient by itself. Local governments should combine both
94

online and offline events to ensure participation of people with various
backgrounds. As such, it is key to develop engagement strategies that are
customized to the concrete needs and capacities of those who will use
it. Local governments must choose a mix of technologies, channels and
languages mindful of the literacy, income, gender and linguistic dynamics
in the community concerned. In low-income countries, for instance, it is
important not to rely on too sophisticated technologies that might prevent
an important portion of the population to participate. For example, the
government may prefer initiatives adapted to traditional mobiles and not
only Smartphones; opt for low bandwidth web portals in order for the
internet network to support it; or in cities where the population speaks
several languages and face high illiteracy rates, IVR (Interactive Voice
Response) tools may be more adapted than SMS based systems.
• Use pre-existing platforms. Municipal governments may find easier to
gain buy-in for residents’ participation if they opt for tools that were
already being used by the population, instead of creating completely
new and sophisticated tools. Sometimes using Facebook may not be as
innovative, but it is often far more effective.
• Ensure data protection. Citizens’ mistrust in government and participatory
initiatives is often very high. A key element to reassure citizens and
increase their participation is to guarantee privacy protection. This is a
particularly challenging topic for smaller cities that might not have the
capacity to protect data.
2
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• Ensure data is accessible and easy to understand. Transparency and
participation initiatives must be easy to access and understand for
all citizens. It may be important to have one single central tool that
concentrates all the information instead of having several apps that may
confuse the citizen and split their attention and participation.
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